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THE QUEEN’S 'BROADCAST

The following is the text of the broadcast by Her

Majesty the Queen to the women of the Empire to be

given at 9 o’clock this evening

I want, first of all, to try and tell you just why I an speaking to you tonight -

to you, my fellow-countrywomen all over the 'world* It is not because any special
occasion calls for it; it is not because I have any special message to give you* It

is becaus-e
-
there is something that, deep? in my heart, I know ought to be told you; and

probably I, in the position to which I have been called, am the best person to do it.

Most of us, at one time or another in our lives,, have read some fine book that

has given us courage and strength, and fresh hope; and, when we lay it down, we have

wished that, though we are strangers to him, we could meet the author and tell him

how much we admire his work, and how gr teful we are for it*

Something of the same kind makes me foci that I would like to meet you, this

Sundry night*

For you; though you may not realise it have done work as great as any book that

ever .was written; you too, in these years of tragedy.and glory, of crushing sorrow

and splendid achievement, have earned the gratitude and admiration of all mankind;

and lam sure that every man, who is doing his man’s share in the grim task of winning

this war, would agree that it is high time that someone told you so.

Some of you may feel that I an exaggerating your own share in that task, "What

have I done", you may ask, compared to what ry boy has to put up with, dodging
submarines in the Atlantic or chasing Rommel across Africa ?" In your different

spheres,, believe me, you have done all that he has done, endured all that he has

endured* For you, like him, have given all that is good in you, regardless of

yourself, to the same cause for which he is fighting - circause, the cause of right

against wrong; and nobody, roan or woman, can give more* .. .

There is no need, surely, for me to say in detail how you have done this.

Perhaps, constantly travelling, as the King and I do, through the length and breadth

of these islands I an fortunate in being able to see a clear picture of the

astonishing work that women are doing everywhere, and of the epuict heroism with which,

day in day out, they are doing it.

This picture I know is being reproduced in many similar aspects all over the

Empire, from the largest self-governing dominion to the smallest island owing

allegiance to tho Crown, We are indeed very proud of you.

How often, when I have talked with women engaged on every kind of job,
sometimes a physically hard or dangerous one - how often, when I admired their pluck,
have I heard them say "Oh, well, it's not much* I’m just doing my best to help us

win the war," Their courage is reinforced, too, by one of the strongest weapons in

oui’ national armoury - a sense of humour that nothing can daunt.
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With this weapon of -amazing tempary that--turns every way, cur xceople keep guard over

their sanity and their souls*- I have seen that weapon in action many, many times in the

last few years*.

"Work" is a word that covers a very wide field. It is hard to define in a single

phrase, hut if you take it as meaning doing something useful that helps others, then you

will see that your work, -whatever it may be, is just as valuable, just as much "war-

work” as that which is done by the bravest soldier, sailor or airman 'who actually meets

the enemy in battle, :

And have you not met that enerry too?'" you Have" endured his bombs; you have helped
to put cut the fires that he has- kindled In our'homes; you have tended those he has

maimed; brought strength to those he has bereaved; you have tilled our land; you have,
in uniform or out of it, given help to cur fighting forces, and made for them those

munitions without 'which they would be powerless; in a hundred ways you have filled the

places of the men who have gone away to fight.; and, coping
■

noexplainingly with all the

tedious difficulties of war-time, you*,, -the many doing whole-time, and many

part-time jobs - you have kept their homes for them against the blessed day when they

come back, .

Many there are whose homes have been shattered by the fire of the enemy. The

dwellings can be rebuilt, but nothing can restore the family circle if a dear one has

gone for-ever from it„ A firm faith in reunion beyond this world of space and time, and

a fortitude born of the resolve to do one’s duty and carry on to the end are true

consolations, I pray they may not .be denied to all who have suffered and mourn.

.
All of us 'women love family life, cur home and our children, and you may be sure

that our-men overseas are thinking just as wistfully of these homes as we are - some of

the dear and'familiar homes they left behind, others of the new homes they mean to make

for the young wives of the future. These men - both at home and abroad - are counting-

on us at all times to be steadfast and faithful, I. know that we shall not fail them but,

fortified by the great experience of. our strength.and unity go forward with them,

undismayed, into the future, • f

I feel that in- all the thinking and planning which we are doing for the 'welfare of

cur country and empire - yes, and concern for other countries too « we women as home-

makers have a great part to play, and speaking as I do tonight from my own dearly loved

home, I must say that I keenly look forward to a great re-buildl&g of family life as

soon, as. the .war ends, I would like to, add, with ny fullest conviction, that it. is on

the strength of our spiritual life that the right re-building, of cur national life

depend So ' ■■ r f . .
"

'

In these last tragic years many have found in religion the scarce and mainspring

of the courage and selflessness that they needed. On the other hand we cannot close

our eyes to the fact that cur precious Christian heritage is threatened by adverse

influencesa‘ It does indeed seem to me that if the years to come are to see some real

spiritual recovery, the women of our nation'must be deeply concerned with religion,
and our homos the very place where it should start; it is f e creative and dynamic

power of Christianity which can help us to carry the moral responsibilities which

history is placing upon our shoulders, if an* homes can be truly then, the

influence of that spirit will assuredly spread like leaven through all the aspects of

our common life, industrial, social and politicals

The King and I are grateful tp think that we and cur fandly are remembered in

your prayers. .be need them and try to live up to therm And we also pray that God

will bless and guide cur people' in this country and cur great family throughout the

empire and will lead us all into the paths of peace and righteousness.

BUCKINGHAM PALACE



CORRECTION TO No. 10 of 11/4/43

Please amend the last paragraph to read as follows

The King and I arc grateful to think that we and our family are

remembered in your prayers, We need them and try to live up to them.

And. we also pray that God will bless and guide our people in this

country, and in our great family throughout the Empire, and will lead

us forward, united and strong, into the paths of victory and peace.
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